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Some characterizationsof absolute neighborhood retracts were established in

separable metric spaces by Hanner [4]. Hanner's characterizations were easily

extended to the metric case. For this,see Hu [5] Chapter IV. In this paper, we

shall extend one of Hanner's characterizations to more general spaces, especially,

stratifiablespaces, spaces with a tr-almost locally finite base and paracomplexes.

For the ANR theory of these spaces, we refer Cauty [2],Miwa [8] and Hyman

[6],respectively.

Throughout this paper, all spaces are assumed to be paracompact normal

spaces and all maps to be continuous. / and S denote the closed unit interval

[0,1] and the class of all stratifiablespaces, respectively. ANR(Q) (resp. ANE(Q))

is the abbreviation for absolute neighborhood retract (resp. extensor) for the class

Q. For these definitions,see [5].

In this paper, all theorems are proved in the class S- But these theorems

can be proved in some other classes. For instance, see Remark 2.3.

1. Preliminaries.

Definition 1.1 ([3]). A space Y is equiconnected if there is a map F: YxY

Xl~-≫Ysuch that F(x,y,0) = x, F(x,y,l) = y and F{x,x,t) = x for all (x,y)eYxY

and t£l. The space Y is said to be locally equiconnected if F is defined only on

Uxl, for some neighborhood U of the diagonal of YxY.

Definition 1.2 ([4]). Let f,g: Y->X be two maps. If X is covered by cfj―

{Ua}, f and g are called ^J-near if for each yzY there is a Ua£cU such that f(y)

eUa, g(y)eUa.

Definition 1.3 ([4]). Let ht: Y->X be a homotopy. If X is covered by CU=

{Ua}, ht is called a HJ-homotopy if for each ysY there is a UaGHJ such that ht(y)

tUa for all UI.
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The following proposition is easily verified. For instance, see Cauty [2]. But

for completeness, we state the proof.

Proposition 1.4. If Y is an ANR(S), then Y is locally equiconnected.

Proof. Let A=Yx Fx{0, i}l)AxI, where A is the diagonal of YxY. We

define a function f:A-*Y as follows: f(x,y,0) = x, f(x,y,l) = y and f{x,x,t) = x

for all t£l. Then / is continuous. Since Y is an ANR(S) by [1] Corollary 6.3,

there is a neighborhood U of A in Fx F and a map F: UxI-^-Y such that F|^4=

/. Therefore F is locally equiconnected.

2. Main theorems.

In this section, we extend Hanner's theorems [4] Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 to

stratifiablecase. Each proof is simpler than Hanner's one.

Theorem 2.1. If Y is an ANR(S) and cU = {Ua} a given open covering of Y,

then there exists an open covering 'W of Y, which is refinement of CU, such that,

for any two 'W-near maps f, g: X―>･Y defined on a stratifiablespace X and any

cW-homotopy jt'.A-*Y, (O^^l), defined on a closed subspace A of X with jo= f＼A

and ji= g＼A,there exists an HJ-homotopy ht:X-*Y, (O^^l), such that ho=f, h＼―g

and ht＼A=jtfor every tel.

Proof. Since F is locally equiconnected by Proposition 1.4, there exist a

neighborhood U of the diagonal of Fx Fand a map F: Uxl-+Y such that F(x, y,0)

= #, F(x,y,Y) = y and F(x,x,t) ―x for all (x,y) U and £ /. For any ?/ F, since /

is compact, there exists an open neighborhood Vy of y such that VyxVyczU and

f(7vxFjX/)c[/. for some U*e<U. Let cv = {Vy:ysY} and q/ be a barycentric

refinement of c{7; i.e.,the covering {St(y, cyr): yeY} refines aj. For any yeF,

there exists an open neighborhood Wyoi y such that F(WyxWyyd)aVf for some

F'eq/. Let <W = {Wy:yzY}. Then it is obvious that <W refines aj' and PTVX

PF^cC/for each yeY.

Now, let /, g: X-> F be any two W-near maps defined on a stratifiablespace

X and let jt:A-+Y, (O^^l), be given W-homotopy defined on a closed subspace

A of X with jo= f＼A and ji= g＼A.

By using the map F, we can construct a cy'-homotopy &t:X->F, (O^^^l),

by taking

kt(x)=F(f(x), g(x),t) for xeX and / /.

Since /, g are W-near maps, it is clear that kt is a c^'-homotopy.
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In the topologicalproduct P―Xxl, consider the closed subspace Q = (Xx{0,1})

U A x 1 and define a map m : Q-> Y bv taking

fix)

jt(x)

Q(x)

(if xsX and t=0)

(if xeA and tel)

(if x Xand t=l).

Since Y is ANR(S), it followsthat m has an extensionm'＼N^≫Y over neighbor-

hood N of Q in P. Since / is compact, there existsan open neighborhood C of A

in X such that Cxi is containedin N and that a homotopy nt:C^≫Y,(O^^l),

HpfmpH hv

nt(x)―m'(x,t), (xeCjel)

is a W-homotopy. Therefore of course nt is a cy'-homotopy.

Since X is stratifiable,there exists an open subset B in X such that AaBa

BaC. By Urvsohn's lemma, there exists a man e'.X-^-l such that

*(*)={
J (if xzX-B)

(if x A).

Define a homotopy ht＼X-+Y, (O^/^l), by taking

JHx) (if xeX-B)

t[X) 1i<W^)>
≫t(ar),<?(*)) (if x eC).

Then ht is well-defined. Indeed, since kt, nt are c^'-homotopies, for each x C

there exist some Vl^cy' and Fa'ecy' such that kt{x)sVl and w≪(^)eF2/for any

tel. By the fact ko(x)=n0(x)=f(x), F/n F2'^f0. Therefore there is a F^ec^; with

F/U F2'c Vy since cy is a barycentric refinement of oj>. Thus for any t£l,

(kt(x),nt{x))eVvxVy<zU.

It can be easily verified that ht is a c[/-homotopy satisfying the required pro-

perties. This completes the proof.

The following theorem is easy to see by Theorem 2.1 and the same method

of Hanner T41 Theorem 4.2 (or Hu T51 p. 114 Theorem 1.3).

Theorem 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a stratifiablespace Y

to be an ANR(S) is the existence of an open covering 'W of Y such that, for any

two 'W-near maps f, g: X-+Y defined on a stratifiablespace X and any cW-homotopy

jt:A-^-Y, (O^/^l), defined on a closed subspace A of X with jo=f＼A and ji= g＼A,

there exists a homotopy ht'.X-^Y, (O^t^l), with ho=f, hi= g and ht＼A=jt for every

i -T

Remark 2.3. In this paper, we considered exclusively in the class S. But
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if we reconsider the proofs of Proposition 1.4, Theorem 2.1 and 2.2, it is found

that, for each class Q satisfying the following four conditions, Proposition 1.4,

Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 are valid.

(1) Every XzQ is paracompact normal.

(2) If A is a closed (resp. an open) subspace of XeQ, then AeQ.

(3) For XeQ, X2 Q.

(4) A space XgQ is an ANR(Q) if and only if X is an ANE(Q).

Indeed, these conditions are used in the proofs of theorems as follows: The

condition (1) has been used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 ("every local ANR(Q)

is an ANR(Q)") and the proof of Theorem 2.1 (" cy' is a barycentric refinement

of cy"). The condition (2) has been used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 ("a closed

subspace A of XgQ is in Q and Q is in Q") and in the proof of Theorem 2.2

(" Q is open hereditary"). The condition (3) has been used in the proof of Pro-

position 1.4 ("AeQ") and in the proof of Theorem 2.1 ("Xx/eQ"; by (X+IfsQ

and the condition (2)). The condition (4) has been used in the proof of Proposi-

tion 1.4 ("/ has an extension F") and in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (" m has an

extension m' ")･

Of course, the class S satisfiesthese conditions, and for instance, the follow-

ing classes also satisfy these conditions: Paracomplex (Hyman [6]), space with a

^-almost locally finite base (Ito and Tamano [7] and Miwa [8]) and paracompact

o-space (Okuyama [9]).
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